Enable a New Level of Resilience
in Your ServiceNow® Security
Operations Center
Unisys Stealth® on ServiceNow®

The prevalence of IoT devices along with a huge increase in home
offices is increasing the available attack surface and driving up the
frequency of cyberattacks. Many organizations are struggling to identify
these new security threats and vulnerabilities, prioritize them and
coordinate with IT to remediate them.

What Stealth™ Does on ServiceNow
Seamlessly Integrates
On the ServiceNow platform, Unisys Stealth® seamlessly integrates into
your ServiceNow® Security Operations environment.

Detects Threats and Generates Alerts
Stealth detects threats and then generates alerts in ServiceNow, allowing
all security incidents to be tracked and monitored from a single location.

Rapidly Isolates Threats
When a threat is detected, Unisys Dynamic Isolation™ rapidly isolates all
anomalous or potentially compromised endpoints within seconds—before
they have a chance to spread.

Keeps Critical Services Running
With the threat isolated, other network services can remain fully
functional as security analysts investigate and mitigate the incident.
Stealth enables fast isolation and fast deisolation so an enterprise can instantly remove
a single device (or thousands of devices) from the network at malware speed and bring
them back just as quickly—with one click, or in a completely automatic way.

Most Solutions Are Too Slow to Address Catastrophic Cybersecurity Events
The Ponemon Institute says the mean time to
detect a breach is 197 days. Responding to a
breach typically takes another 69 days.

Unisys Stealth is different.
It acts at malware speed.

Unisys Stealth enables endpoints—and, thus,
people and systems—to continue working even
when they’re in safe mode.

Respond to Threats Faster and Stay Productive

Protection

Management

Automation

Dynamic Isolation improves
resilience to threats inside
the enterprise, with fast
detection and automated
incident triage and response.

Stealth deployment is centrally
managed. As your security
policies evolve, changes can
be made once and instantly
propagate across
the enterprise.

Using Security Operations,
security analysts and
vulnerability managers can
seamlessly automate
their security tools and
communicate with IT by working
in a unified platform.

Prioritization

Productivity

ServiceNow and Stealth
can align related threats,
prioritize them and provide IT
professionals with a quick and
easy way to respond to them.

While other cybersecurity solutions
focus on detection and prevention
and inundate the IT team with alerts,
ServiceNow and Stealth can align related
threats, prioritize them and provide IT.

Unisys Stealth Extends Security,
Resilience and Trust
• Stealth provides a proven Zero Trust and microsegmentation model of threat management and
operational resilience that fits perfectly within
the Now Platform®.
• Stealth enables your security team to quickly
isolate compromised endpoints with surgical
control and remediate incidents without
widespread disruption.
• Stealth’s increased security brings accelerated
innovation, service delivery and lower costs as
the focus shifts from crisis to confidence.

To learn how Unisys Stealth and the
Now Platform can protect your workplace, visit
www.unisys.com/strategic-alliance-partners/servicenow.
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